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DERGOS  (detergent for wood) code SO8100/SO8110 

TECHNICAL DATA (based on room temperature of +23°C and 65% of relative air humidity)

Appearance Milky white liquid 
Viscosity 11 ± 2 sec. F4 

pH 10.0 ± 1.0  
Specific weight 1.00 ± 0.02 Kg/l 
Thinner Water 
Dilution 1:5  
Average yield of diluted product 1000-2000 Sq mt/US gal 

DESCRIPTION 
Mixture of surface-active agents and vegetable waxes in aqueous emulsion, DERGOS is a protective detergent especially 
developed for the cleaning and ordinary maintenance of oiled woodfloors. It is water-dilutable and can be used instead of 
DETEROL to obtain more protection and sheen. The product is available in two versions (for transparent and white oil 
treatments).

STANDARD PACKAGING 
1-litre plastic bottles.

DIRECTIONS 
Vacuum the floor. Dilute 1 part of DERGOS with 4-5 parts of water. Wipe the floor, without leaving surplus of product, with a 
soft cloth or a mop soaked in the obtained solution and well wrung. LET THE FLOOR DRY WITHOUT RINSING. You can 
shine to get a more even surface. 

NOTICE 
• Before starting maintenance on oiled wooden floors with DERGOS, wait 7-10 days to let completely dry the impregnation

treatment.

• Dilute DERGOS only in water.

• ATTENTION! As a general rule, wood floors should not be flooded with plenty of liquid, but wiped with moist and well
wrung clothes or mops.

SAFETY INFORMATION 
Ingredients (Reg. UE 648/2004) Anionic surface-active agents <5% 

Non ionic surface-active agents <5% 

The product is classified as dangerous according to Regulation EC 1272/2008 (CLP) and following modifications and 
updating. Consult the Safety Data Sheet, provided by law, to get more information.

PROTECT FROM FREEZING! 
If the original unopened container is stored in a cool and dry place, the product  will keep for at least 12 

months. 

Obligation of manufacturer: 
Technical datasheet and Safety datasheet are available for each Carver product. In case of products proved to be defective upon verification of manufacturer’s 
persons in charge, manufacturer’s only obligation shall be to replace such quantity of product proved to be defective or refund its purchase price. Neither the 
manufacturer nor its distributors shall be liable for any damage, loss or injury, direct or consequential, arising out of the use or the inability to use the product. 
The user shall ascertain the suitability of the product for the intended use. He is fully responsible for the correct application of the product in conformity with the 
local laws and regulations in force and undertakes all risk and liability connected therewith.  


